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Promoting child development and learning

© 1313 L St. NW, Suite 500, Washington, DC 20005 | (202)232-8777 | (800)424-2460 | help@naeyc.org NCASE Publications Collection 2015-2020 Over the past five years, NCASE has developed a wide collection of resources - including underpants, swaps and tools - on topics that are vital in school-age childcare. Traumatological responsive care: sustainability framework Participants of this webinar have
learned to identify the effects of traumatology on children, caregivers and families, as well as recognize the value of responsive practices to maintain resilience and build protective factors. Resource Guide: Child Development Resources for Families and Providers This guide is designed to help families and providers find information about the following child development topics: developmental disabilities,
social and emotional development, early learning, promoting cultural diversity and inclusiveness, health and safety, educational materials and... Obtener credenciales y comprehension la escala profess Las Opportunidades de aprendidaje profess enfocadas específicamente en cuidado y desarrollo infantile puden ayudarlo mejorar y aumentar sus habilidades y estrategias para brindar el cuidado receptivo
y basado en la relación que es más handy para bebés y niños pequeños. Key elements of Standard 1 1a: Knowledge and understanding of the characteristics and needs of young children, from birth to 8 years. 1b: Knowing and understanding the numerous impacts on early development and learning 1c: Using developmental knowledge to create healthy, respectful, supportive and challenging learning
environments for young children When working with students at this age you should remember that your theorists have researched and learned over the years. There are two main ones that come to my mind when I think about working with these kids. The first is Jean Piage and his stages of development. When you work with children of this age, you should keep in mind that each child is at a different level
of development. Some children don't get the support and help they need from home to be ready to learn when they arrive at the previous K. You, as a teacher, need to make sure you're tracking the development stage of each child so you can help them learn and grow from the level they're at. You need to make sure you know and understand the stages of development so that you can use multiple
influences on early development and learning. The next theorist who comes into my mind is Howard Gardner and his multiple intelligence theory. When you work in a classroom like this, you need to make sure your room is split into sections that have different ways for kids to learn. This will all connect to knowledge and understanding of the characteristics and needs of young children from birth to the age
of eight. When kids want to work on something, they won't all like doing the same thing, so you want to make sure your divided into sections that have a different opportunity for children to learn. All children learn differently and you don't want your room to have one way for them to learn. Another thing is that you can look at the interests of children. This can help you find things to do with your children that
will keep them involved and motivated to work. You should use knowledge of development to create healthy, respectful, supportive and challenging learning environments for young children. The artifact I chose to use for this standard is my class that I created. I chose this because when you adjust your class, you want to make sure you partner with the idea of theotors of all children educating differently.
When you think about the class created you want to remember that each student is at a different level of development. You want to make sure in each area that you have different subjects that will suit each level of development in your classroom. You also want to make sure you have some things in your classroom that will challenge students so they don't get bored. When you set your class, you want to
make sure you don't put everything you own in areas in the first year you want to make sure you keep some in storage and be able to exchange things so kids don't get bored with their learning. This artifact is stages in Piaget's theory of development. This connects with this standard by being important for teachers to know development in children. When working with children, you need to know at what
level of development they should be, so that you know what directions you need to work on. You have to keep in mind that every child develops differently, but you never want a child to be detained because you didn't look at that child to see if they evolved in that area. In preschool, some of the 3- and 4-year-olds smile, laugh and giggle during free play; wonder what happens next during the story; ask what
and why questions, making practical measures; and use words to express feelings and needs. In the Symut zone, Tom and Juan both reach for a small blue car. Tom says: Can I please first have it and then you have it later? Juan replies: You have this for five minutes and then I have it for five minutes. By disabling this exchange, their teacher says: Tom and Juan, you're talking about taking turns. What a
great way to play together! Tom, Huang and their classmates are a model of social and emotional health in preschool. Children who are socially and emotionally healthy tend to demonstrate and continue to develop several important behaviors and skills (adapted from McClellan & Katz 2001 and Bilmes 2012). They are usually in a positive mood Listen and follow the instructions Have a close relationship
with caregivers and peers Take care of friends and show interest in others Admit, label and manage your own emotions Understand others and show empathy Express wishes and benefits clearly Access the current game and group events Are able to play, negotiate and compromise with others Why social and emotional health matters Children's social and emotional health affects their overall development
and learning. Studies show that children who who are mentally healthy tend to be happier, show greater motivation to learn, have a more positive attitude toward school, participate more eagerly in classroom activities and demonstrate higher academic performance than less mentally healthy peers (Hyson 2004; Churchman, etc. Children who exhibit social and emotional difficulties tend to have problems
with following areas and participate in learning activities. , they may be more likely to suffer from classmate rejection, have low self-esteem, work poorly at school and be suspended (Hyson 2004; This article focuses on the social and emotional health of children, such as their physical health, and affects their ability to develop and the potential to lead a full life. : building a trusting relationship and conducting
deliberate training. Establish trusting relationships Young children develop and learn in the context of relationships. A trusting and caring relationship between a teacher and a child is essential for the optimal development of children (Raikes &amp;amp; Edwards 2009). Children who have trusting relationships with their teachers are on average more willing to ask questions, solve problems, try new tasks
and express their thinking than their peers without such relationships (O'Connor & McCartney 2007). In his work controlling student teachers, Ho (first author) often sees children develop positive social and emotional health as a result of close relationships with their teachers. For example, children learn to use words to express their feelings—for example, Amy, saying to Emily: I'm sad when you use
offensive words! and show compassion—how when Arjun pats Brian's head softly and says, Are you ok? You want to hold a teddy bear? Children receive social, emotional and academic benefit when teachers deliberately create close, trusting relationships (Palermo, etc. 2007). But it is not so easy to win the trust of every child as to be nice and attractive. How can teachers create trust relationships with all
children? Constant provision of warmth, love, respect and care is important. Constantly showing warmth and affection for Warmth and affection—even on bad days and when children misbehave—are critical to the well-being of children in early education institutions (Ostrosky &amp; Jung 2005). They contribute to the development of safe relationships between children and adults, model models and related
to children's ability to interact positively with peers (Twardosz 2005). The preschoolers we observed used gentle hands and kind words and interacted positively with their peers most of the time. Their social and emotional well-being nourished the warmth and affection of their teachers, as shown in the following examples: Ms. Johnson shows a pleasant facial expression throughout the day. She smiles as
she greets the children in the morning, says goodbye in the afternoon and acknowledges the appropriate behaviour of the children. Mr Logan uses the appropriate tone of voice at all times. His language is on a normal field and volume; his tone is relaxed and soft. Even as he is athing to redirect the child's behavior, he remains calm and warm to convey that his concern is about behavior—not the child. Ms.
Aragon gives matching touches if necessary, such as pat on the back, handshakes, hugs and short tickles. Ms Lizama physically moves close to the children and bends or squat to be at the level of the baby's ear while talking to them. Mr Sharma often uses loving comments to show he doesn't care: I'm so happy to see you this morning!, I missed you yesterday, I love seeing your smile! And he is attentive
to such comments to all the children in his class. Respect and care for each child Showing respect is a key way of connecting with children and strengthening positive relationships. It helps children feel more confident and competent to explore and learn (Dombro, Jablon, &amp; Stetson 2011). Ms. Karnes establishes and maintains close personal ties with every child in her class, consistently acting
respectfully and caringly. In particular, she listens with full attention and crosses out what children say (often also capturing the ability to expose children to a new vocabulary). Jason, a 4-year-old boy, says: Look, I made a truck with lots of Legos! Ms. Karnes replies: Oh, I see Jason. You built a truck with dozens of Lego. Jason adds: I use this truck to deliver apples and bananas to the grocery store. Ms.
Karnes replies: Using a truck to deliver nutritious fruit to a grocery store is helpful. Attentive and reflexive listening to children increases their self-esteem and confidence. When teachers actively listen to children, they convey that they don't care what children have to say, and children are more likely to share their thoughts, ideas, feelings, and stories. Accepts and reflects the feelings of children. Frowned 10,
Jasper tells the learner: Michael has all the big blokes! Ms. Karnes replies: Jasper, you seem upset that there are no more big blocks to build right now. It's hard to wait! Amy enthusiastically says: We're going to go outside! Ms. Karnes replies: Sequins in my eyes tell me that you can hardly wait to go outside. You're excited. When they accept and reflect children's feelings, teachers show sensitivity and care
the way children understand. Teachers children feel heard and accepted (Duffy 2008). As a result, children feel safe to express their emotions—and receive support in identifying, marking, and better understanding of their emotions. Spends private, quality time with individual children through one-on-one activities such as reading history and playing games. Emily is sad when her mom leaves. Ms. Karnes
reads her book in a cozy corner with soft pillows and stuffed animals. After that, Emily is ready to explore and play in the classroom. Judy complains that no one wants to play with her at the tactile table. Ms. Karnes sits at a table and plays with Judy until another child joins the play. In addition, Ms. Karnes spends quality time with individual children, postponing other work, going to the level of the child, and
openly contacting the child. Ms. Karnes makes sure she talks to every child regularly, deepening their relationship and building trust (Gartrell 2007). Ms. Karnes finds time for these conversations throughout the day, especially during greetings, free play, snacking, lunch and time off. Teach social and emotional skills to deliberately Help children develop social and emotional skills is the heart and soul of any
good program for young children (Gordon &amp; Browne 2014). Educators (and all educators) play a key role in helping children develop social and emotional competence (Kostelnik et al. 2015). Teachers can deliberately maintain children's social and emotional health by using children's books, planning activities, on-site coaching, giving effective praise, modeling appropriate behavior and providing cues.
Warmth and love—even on bad days and when children misbehave—are critical to the welfare of children in early education. Using children's books Reading and discussing children's books is a great way to invite children to identify characters' emotions and associate the experiences of characters with their own (Roberts & Crawford 2008). To introduce a new social or emotional skill, Ms. Koz carefully
selects high-quality books to read aloud in a circle. Sometimes she chooses books related to the recent social and emotional behavior of children in the classroom. When she sees that some children have trouble sharing toys, she reads aloud to Rainbow Fish, Marcus Physter. When she finds the baby crying because her friend punched her, Ms. Coz reads aloud her hands not for hitting, Elizabeth Verdick.
(See Children's books for teaching social and emotional skills to consider more titles.) To link the characters and situations in the book to children's experiences, Ms. Koz plans to read the book at least twice, as well as add it to the classroom library. During the second reading, she asks meaningful questions: What do you think the characters feel?, How would you solve the problem?, Can you use words
from history to explain how you feel when you. .?, what could we do differently if it happens our class? These open questions enable children to talk about their own experiences, learn new vocabulary words, and practice social and emotional skills. Planning activities To expand and apply what children learn from reading stories, Ms. Koz plans further activities such as practical crafts, games and songs. She
often uses Book Nook guides created by the Center for Social and Emotional Basics of Early Learning ( . These guides help her embed social and emotional development activities on everyday routines, including reading aloud. (See Child social and emotional learning support activities for some ideas adapted from Book Nook manuals.) Coaching in place When they coach children on site, teachers help
children understand what they are doing, understand how their actions affect others, and choose positive alternatives (Riley etc. 2008). For example, as Ryan and Ethan build a fire building in the block area, Ethan grabs a fire truck from Ryan and Ryan cries. Ms. Koz squats at Ethan's level to look him in the eye; calm and warm, she says, Ryan is still using the truck. When you took him from him, he got
upset. What could you do to make Ryan feel better? After Ethan says he's sorry and gives the fire truck away, Ms. Koz says, Next time, if you want to play with the one Ryan uses, could you ask if he'd share it? Ms. Koz keeps an eye on Ethan and provides immediate positive feedback on his preferred behavior. Providing effective praise meaningful feedback relating to the task in the form of effective praise
is a powerful strategy to promote the social and emotional development of children (Kostelnik et al. 2015). To make praise effective, teachers describe specifically what they see—without generalizing, evaluating, or making comparisons. As Emily finishes her drawing, Ms. Koz notices her photo and her smile. Mrs Koz says: I see blue skies, yellow sun and green grass around a large brown tree. This picture
makes you happy, doesn't it? This praise is effective because Ms. Coz offers detailed, positive comments immediately after desired behavior occurs. Determining that Ethan politely asks Ryan about the figure of a policewoman, Ms. Koz says: Ethan, did you use magic words, please? Ask this policewoman while you and Ryan were building a fire building together. Great job! Smiling, Ethan replies: We are
friends and we can share things. By modeling appropriate behaviour, Children learn by watching other people, getting an idea of how new behaviours are formed, and using ideas to guide their actions (Bandura 1977). Many studies have shown that modeling or demonstrating appropriate behaviors teaches and enhances children's social and emotional skills (Katz &amp; McClellan 1997; 2004). conclusion
based on the study in the classes of Ms. Koz and Ms. Karnes. Both teachers implement several strategies, including modeling that their center administrators have created to support teachers in promoting socially and emotionally healthy behaviors. They reflect strategies on the classroom wall and entice them into action, approaching children when needed, as a nonverbic signal for rethinking the behaviour
of modelling appropriate warm and respectful behaviour throughout the day and at specific moments when a gentle reminder is needed using non-verbic gestures and contact (such as nodding your head, giving thumbs up, and touching children gently on their shoulders) to send a message to use simple language (such as nodding their heads, giving thumbs up signs, and touching children softly on their
shoulders) to send messages using simple language (such as nodding their heads, giving thumbs up signs, and touching children softly on their shoulders) to send messages using simple language (such as nodding their heads, giving thumbs up signs, and touching children softly on their shoulders) to send a message using simple language (such as nodding their heads, giving thumbs up, and touching
children softly on their shoulders) to send a message using simple language (such as nodding their heads, giving thumbs up signs, and touching children softly on their shoulders) to send a message using simple language (such as nodding their heads, giving thumbs up signs, and touching children softly on their shoulders) to send messages using simple language (such as nodding their heads, giving
thumbs up signs, and touching children softly on their shoulders) to send messages using simple language (such as nodding their heads, giving thumbs up signs, and touching children softly on their shoulders) to send messages using simple language (such as nodding their heads, giving thumbs up signs, and touching children softly on their shoulders) to send messages using simple language (such as
nodding their heads, giving thumbs up signs, and touching children softly on their shoulders) to send messages using simple language (such as no that use simple language (e.g. nodding their heads, giving thumbs up signs, and touching children softly on their shoulders) to send a message, using simple language (e.g. nodding your head, giving thumbs up signs, and touching children gently on their
shoulders) to send messages using , Walking with your feet, please and Use gentle hands to set expectations and give reminders Recognizing a good act in place or praising group efforts for the well-done job of placing your hand--- gently---in the child's hand to redirect attention and behavior When children see teachers demonstrate these non-invasive strategies, they smile often, use their gentle hands,
say please, and thank you , give hugs and high fives, and use words to express their feelings. In addition to role models, teachers use appropriate children's behaviour to model social and emotional skills. They watch closely and record details about how children apply targeted skills, and they share their observations with children through puppet shows during circles. Using puppets to demonstrate
appropriate behavior of children helps children learn social and emotional skills meaningfully. Providing signals Providing signals to engage children in appropriate social behaviour has been shown over time to improve their social behaviour with peers (Bovey &amp; Strain 2005). Ms. Koz and Ms. Karnes often provide verbal cues to help some children participate in activities. Before game time, for
example, Ms. Karnes asks: James, whom will you ask to play with you at the center of time? During the game, she suggests: Saanwi, can you ask Anna to build a plane with you? To teach to share and transform the reception, Ms. Koz asks Stephen, who waited a while to play with dolphin-toling: What adorable could you use to have a turn with the dolphin John uses? Both Ms. Kos and Ms. Karnes
prominently display visual cues in their classrooms to help children's social and emotional interactions. For example, they give hand puppets of the teacher to direct children to use quiet voices, help hands and walk with their feet. To help the children calm down, they also created a push wall—a designated place on the wall to push out anger—and to use puppets to demonstrate strategy. These puppets,
demonstrations, and explanations are essential for clarifying and modeling appropriate behavior—and visual cues are essential to remind children to practice what they learn. Long-term visual cues function as a third teacher in the sense that children use signals to remind each other of decisions and appropriate action. Conclusion Teachers and educators contribute to emotional health by establishing
trusting relationships created when teachers express warmth, affection, and respect. Teachers can deliberately teach and improve these skills by using evidence-based strategies to educate, model, and strengthen positive behaviors. As evidenced in the preschool classes we observed, teachers who prioritize the development of children's social and emotional health are richly rewarded with happy,
engaged children who learn to avoid and resolve conflicts, share and take turns, and express their emotions productively. Children's books for teaching social and emotional skills can you be a friend?, Nita Everley's care bears care contest, Nancy's father, an illuminati. , Emily Pearl Kingsley, Ilyus. Richard Brown I lead me!, David Parker, Illus Sylvia Walker Mouse was crazy, Linda Urban, illus. , Really
angry, Molly Bang measures to support children's social and emotional learning with the hands of a chain: Trace and cut a few hands for each child. Place them in a pocket or bag that is readily available. Recognize the behaviour of a child who helps the hand, don't take your hand out of your pocket and connect it to the class help chain. Hands can be placed on the wall to wrap around the room. On a
regular basis, celebrate how long the chain of helping hands becomes! Hand Dolls: Create character dolls by having kids color or paint pictures, cut them out, and glue them to craft sticks. Once it dries, children can bring their puppets to the circle of time and act the story while you read the story out loud. Later, they can take puppets to the history zone or puppet center. Switch to music: Select songs with
lyrics that encourage movement. Before you begin, remind the children that they need to listen carefully to the words so they know what action to take. Classic songs like Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes work well. Many children's CDs have great songs that anticipate the following directions (try My Ups and Downs and Hands Are for Clapping, Jim Gill). Make moves with your kids as you listen to songs.
After listening to each song several times, the children will build confidence and know what movements to do on their own. Ask the children that they know what to do because they are such good listeners. Pass the feeling bag: Place an assortment of script map images in your bag. When music is played, children pass the bag. When the music stops, one child selects the card and identifies it. Do not speak
to your child about how each scenario or makes him feel and why. Allow children to take turns pulling out cards with drawings. Face sense collage: Children cut different facial feelings from magazines. Mix the non-toxic glue and water together in a small toe. Children put pictures on top of a piece of paper, take a brush and dip it in an adhesive solution, and paint their paintings. They can hang their senses
of face collages on the wall. Share: Create a custom share field that is entered only during a circle. Children can decorate the box with basic colors or a bold pattern. Inside the box, place items you can share, such as musical instruments, a box of chunky paving chalk, a play- oh or a few touch bottles. Singing: After telling you about sharing with friends, singing Share, share, share your toys; share them with
a friend. Share, share, share your toys, let's all play pretend, to the tune of row, row, row of your boat. After telling you about feelings, sing If you are happy and you know it with different emotions and body gestures. Note: Adapted with the permission of Book Nook, created by the Center for Social and Emotional Basics of Early Learning. To use Book Nook guidebooks at any price, visit . Link Bandura, A.
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